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The Concept
Ultralight Motorized Sailplanes Can Be 
Capable Flyers Without Having Self- 
Powered Takeoff Capabilities
Sustainer Motors used on European 
Sailplanes Maintain Flight with Less 
Power Than Full Motorgliders
Model Aircraft Motors May Suffice for 
Ultralights, Single Seaters

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My interest in developing a geodetic-based ultralight sailplane that emulates the great wooden ships of the 1930s goes back many years.  The aesthetics of those machines is as important to me as the possibility of achieving greater performance with a more modern design.
The purity of flight is unbroken, regardless of what one flies.
Part of my interest in this type of airplane is based on a few light sailplanes that could be redesigned to fly on small, model airplane electric motors currently available.  Such a setup would act as a sustainer motor, enabling the already launched sailplane to maintain altitude while the pilot finds more lift.



This Presentation
Origins of My Interest
Basic System Setup
Components
Cautions
Potential
Some Helpful Tools

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This presentation covers the origins of my interest, what comprises a basic electric motor system for a light sailplane, a breakdown of the components required, and cautions based on anecdotal and statistical evidence.  I will end by showing the potential of these small, lightweight setups, and leave behind a listing of useful websites and resources that will enable others to pursue this study.



The Darmstadt Akaflieg’s d28 
Windspiel

128 Pounds 
7,000 Man Hours in 
Construction
Fragile

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of my favorite sailplanes of the 1930s is the d28 Windspiel (wind chime).  This incredibly light, fragile machine was constructed of thin pieces of wood (1 mm ply wing covering) and its spar stressed for only 4 Gs.
Extreme care was taken to save weight, with students wiping the glue lines to remove still wet, excess adhesive.  There were no spars to carry the ailerons, and specially built hinges on the trailing edges of the wing ribs connected wing to aileron.  0.5 mm ply wrapped around the nose of the aileron/flap combinations held things together span-wise.
The airplane was a definite floater, and a 25-degree bank resulted in an 80-meter turning circle.





The Carden-Baynes Auxiliary
Self-Launching on 9 
HP
308 Pounds Empty 
Weight With Engine
Simpler Construction 
Than That for d28
Cost ƒ250 in 1936 
(@ $5 per ƒ)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“J. E. Jeffrey-Baynes was a talented engineer who had been involved with the aircraft industry since 1916.  In designing the original Scud his approach was quite radical.  It should be possible to produce a cheap sailplane which, if not capable of the highest possible performances, would at least give the pilot a lot of pleasure in safety.”
The Carden-Baynes Auxiliary was the Scud III, a much more sophisticated airplane, with the option of self launching.
“Baynes foresaw that eventually sailplanes would be fitted with motors, equivalent to the outboard motors on yachts, to get them into the air without helpers, and to fly home after a cross-country soaring flight….The small, 9 PS 250 cc engine, with its propeller, could be raised above the wing to allow the sailplane to take off under power and climb to soaring height.  Then it was fully retracted.  Fuel for about 30 minutes was allowed.  To make operations as simple as possible, a throttle operating cable was run through the wing to a handle at the tip.  The pilot, having started the motor by swinging the propeller, could then walk to the wing tip, control the throttle and taxi the aircraft to any suitable point, get into the cockpit and take off.”
Martin Simon, Sailplanes 1920-1945



The Carden-Baynes Auxiliary

Motor Extension and 
Retraction Simple
Blended Large 
Single-Cylinder 
Engine With 
Aerodynamic 
Cleanness

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The engine was a Villiers 250-cc two-stroke motorcycle unit, modified to drive a propeller.  Its retraction was through a jack-screw arrangement and was cranked up and down from a window-winder handle in the cockpit, not unlike the trim on a J-3 Cub.
The installation added 23 kilograms to the weight of a Scud III, or a little over 50 pounds.  That also meant that the basic glider weighed about 250 pounds empty.



The Carden-Baynes Auxiliary

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The cleanness of the closed engine compartment is seen here.  Being in an area aft of the wing, problems with aerodynamics were minimized, but the designers took extra care to reduce all unnecessary drag.
The propeller, parked in it vertical position, pressed down on a set of springs attached to the clamshell doors on either side of the lowered prop.
Although this was an ingenious way to launch a sailplane, the engine was too small to provide safety during the climb out.
“It all worked quite well.  The Auxiliary could and did launch itself from suitably smooth airfields, and climbed away without any problems, although slowly.  To operate from rough surfaces was not so easy.  The motor was, after some few trials and an accident caused by turbulent air soon after takeoff, deemed too small for practical operations….
“The original motor was for many years exhibited in the Science Museum in London, as the smallest power unit ever to get an aeroplane into the air and sustain flight.”
Martin Simon, Sailplanes 1920-1945




George Yates’ Geodetic Aircraft

Basic Geodetic 
Concept Applied to 
Sailplane Design 
Fuselage Shown 
Weighed 28 Pounds
Made From 1/8” x ¾” 

Wood Strips



3D Flight

Aerobatic Models 
That Climb Vertically 
From Hover
This Example 
Weighed 28 Pounds
47 Pounds of Thrust 
From Twin Hacker 
Motors

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Following a heart attack in April, 2004, I had time to recuperate and engage in leisure reading.  On a trip not authorized by my doctor, I had my daughter Beth drive me to a favorite magazine shop in Portland, OR, where I purchased the current edition of Quiet Flyer, which featured Rob Honeycutt’s amazing Extra 330L.
I was able to deduce that a 28-pound airplane that could hover had to be putting out at least 28-pounds of thrust.  It turned out to better than that, and I was able to conceive that these little model electric motors could power a sustainer power pack for sailplanes.
Assuming a 524 pound AUW sailplane with even a modest 25:1 lift to drag ratio, it would require only 20.96 pounds of thrust to maintain altitude at its best l/d speed.



Really Big Models

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Other models showed even more amazing capabilities.  One experimenter shared voluminous materials on the Internet of his creations.
Big Floyd, shown at the top, was the 24-foot radio-controlled model powered by a single Hacker C40 electric motor.
The lower picture is of Big Floyd, a 50-foot RC model meant to be powered by three AXI 5335 motors of about six kilowatts each.  They drove a common toothed belt that turned a 60-inch propeller.  The model never flew, and the project closed because the motors could not be successfully managed.
Both aircraft were built from wood framing and pink insulation foam.



Really Big Numbers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These numbers were calculated by an English modeler based on the input and output power for the AXI 5335/24 motor times 3, as configured for Big Floyd.  The importance of determining the effect of temperature on the motors’ efficiency becomes apparent.
Motor Temp Calculations Off:�279A, 34V, 9.5 kW in, 72% efficiency, 144lb thrust at 38 mph�Motor Temp Calculations On:�169A, 35V, 5.9 kW in, 58% efficiency, 86lb thrust at 30 mph
The latter thrust was more closely allied to reality, showing the importance of temperature in maintaining power from these units.



Solar Powered

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Looking at solar-powered craft, I became further convinced that model airplane motors could be relied on for the necessary performance.  After all, Solar Challenger had crossed the English Channel using an Astro-Flight motor, and Sunseeker had crossed the United States!
Icare’ II, with its 200 kg structural weight, is powered by a 12 kW electric motor, and requires 1.8 kW to maintain level flight.  Jochen Ewald, Its pilot, describes the 25 meter plane’s characteristics. 
“The best glide angle is about 40:1 at 61 km/h, which gives nice, but slow progress if the wind is not too strong. Stalling speed is 45 km/hr, with the big glider going into a stable, shaking stall. During the flight tests, the big flying tailplane got a curved end to improve longitudinal stability. Without this, flying her must have been quite exhausting. During my flight, I am "thinking back" nearly 70 years, remembering Robert Kronfeld's huge Ku-4 "Austria" which most of us only know from photos and drawings: How might this (still, until the "eta" flies) biggest ever built high performance glider with 30 meter span, an even lower wingloading and also a short tail have flown? Probably with comparable, but even more extreme characteristics! To compare the Icaré 2 with today still flyable gliders, the Slingsby T-21 may be used: At about 60 km/hr the Icaré 2 behaves like a T-21 flown close to minimum speed, but not so handy!” 
Gunter Rochelt’s Solaire II weighed 230 kg at takeoff, with 39 percent in its structure, 39 in its pilot, and 19 percent in its solar and battery power system.  The remaining three percent were accounted for by a parachute.



The Basic Setup

Models Use:
Motor
Electronic Speed 
Controller
Batteries

Real Aircraft Will Need:
Servo Tester Throttle
Temperature Monitoring
Watt Meter

Presenter
Presentation Notes

Components vary in quality and price.  For purposes of this paper and presentation, I’ve decided to stay with equipment that has demonstrated reliability, is made in America or Europe (there are a myriad of inexpensive Chinese components, but anecdotal evidence suggests lack of reliability and product support).




A Few Simple Steps

Size the Propeller
Pick a Motor/Gearbox Combination That Can 
Swing That Prop at a Selected Speed
Motor RPM = Eff % x V x Series Cell Count x Motor kV Rating

Pick an ESC That Can Handle the Amperage

Pick Batteries That Give a Desired Flight or 
Motor Run Time

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Components are selected for their ability to provide the performance that will produce the desired amount of thrust from the propeller.
The above formula came from a model airplane site, and is a handy guide to sorting out the complexities of selecting and sizing each part involved.



Selecting Components

E-Calc
Moto-Calc
Neumotors Selection 
Tool
All Have Similar 
Approaches, 
Limitations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are a variety of tools on line to aid in the selection of components.  They all allow entry of variables and make component selection, within limits, easier.
The Neumotor site has an analysis tool based on all the models of Neumotors available.  This works quite well, but doesn’t put up any “flags” regarding poor selections.



Sizing the Propeller

Propeller Converts 
Watts to Thrust
Based on Best L/D 
at 36 mph (1.3 X 28 
mph)
32-inch Prop with 
12-inch Pitch at 
3,168 rpm
21 Pounds of Thrust

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If our motor has a kV or 400, it will rotate at 400 rpm if one Volt is applied to it, 800 for two Volts, etc.  If our motor has that rating, and we have a 12 Volt battery of sufficient amperage, the motor will turn over at 4,800 rpm.  If the motor requires 50 Amps of current to make this happen, its power is 50 (Amps) x 12 (Volts) = 600 Watts, not enough for our purposes.  We need a bigger motor.
Let’s pick a bigger motor, which may have a kV of 250.  It turns over more slowly per volt applied, but can handle 100 Amps current.  100 Amps x 12 Volts = 1,200 Watts, or about 1.8 horsepower.  We’re getting closer.
Let’s double the Voltage, keep the same current, and we get 100 Amps x 24 Volts = 2,400 Watts, or about 3.6 horsepower.  If we use a rough estimate of 10 pounds of thrust per kW, we should develop about 24 pounds of thrust, enough to maintain level flight with our modest power plant, even with a drag-producing motor sticking up into the breeze.
Put two of these motors together, with a common drive, and we have 4,800 Watts, 7.2 horsepower, and about 48 pounds of thrust, enough to give our ultralight sailplane a rate of climb (unspecified at this point).
Modelers use the following generalization to determine how well their small aircraft fly.
50 watts per pound = Casual/scale flying�75 watts per pound = Sport flying and sport aerobatics�100 watts per pound = aggressive aerobatics and perhaps mild 3D�150 watts per pound = all out performance.��Compared to real-life electric sailplanes, we see the following:
Antares 20E
42kW / 1,455 pounds maximum weight = 28.87 Watts per pound
Silent
13kW / 660 pounds maximum weight = 19.69 Watts per pound 




Motors
1kW to 15kW
$130 to $2,995
Light 
Compact
Up to 87 Pounds 
Thrust

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One has the option to select a single large motor or two or more smaller motor to get the desired thrust.  Rob Honeycutt used twin Hacker motors in his successful Extra 330L, using a speed reduction drive to the prop.
Hacker followed up with multiple motors in geared drive arrangements – a twin-motor item and a four-motor design that produced 87 pounds of thrust through a 30-inch propeller.  Costing $2,995 for the motor/gearbox setup shown above, it and the twin-motor system were soon replaced by larger, single motor designs.



Inrunners
Inrunners – Traditional 
Style  
Rotating Parts Are 
Inside the Casing
This Astro 120 is 
Capable of 4kW at 75 
Amps
22-Inch Prop Direct 
Drive 
32 Ounces

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most model motors in the size ranges of interest in this presentation are brushless, and are either inrunners or outrunners.
Inrunners are built like traditional brushed motors, but take their speed control from an electronic speed controller.
Taking signals from the speed controller, the motors outer magnets are turned on an off at 120-degree phased intervals.  Each time a pole is activated, it draws the rotor toward it.
The speed controller acts as the interface between the battery and the motor.  Since the battery is always at the same voltage, the controller has to modulate that power to allow the motor to turn at different speeds.  
A series of MOSFET transistors act as switches in the speed controller and vary the width of the pulses sent to motor.    



Neumotors are US 
Product
Up to 12kW
This 2215 Model 
Weighs 33 Ounces 
with 6.7:1 Gearbox
3kW /Maximum 5kW

Inrunners

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Inrunners tend to be more efficient than outrunners, but turn at incredibly high rpms, requiring the use of a gearbox to reduce propeller speed to required levels.  Even with the 6.7 gearbox on this Neumotor, further reduction would be required.  At 70,000 rpm, the output shaft would still turn over at 10,447 rpm!  



Outrunners

Outer Casing 
Rotates, Much Like 
Rotary Engine
Higher Torque at 
Lower Speeds Than 
Inrunners

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Outrunners reverse the major parts of the inrunner motor, with the stator mounted in a fixed, central position, and the rotor spinning around in the outer casing of the motor.  The propeller is fastened to the spinning casing, a great deal like the configuration of WWI rotary engines.




Approaches to Gearing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here we see single, triple, and quadruple motors in speed reduction drives.  Multiple motor setups have the essence of using, smaller, less expensive motors, but require multiples of everything else, including ESCs and battery packs.  



Motors to Consider
Motor Inrunner/ 

Outrunner 
Output 

W/ 
Peak 

Amps/
Max 

Weight 
(Pounds) 

Batteries  Prop Price 

Astro Flight 
8129-6T 

Inrunner 3,500 75 Max 2.125 12S 20-inch $300

Astro-Flight 
3220 

Inrunner 6,000 75 Max 2 8S – 14S  $800

Neumotor 
1500  

Inrunner 2,250  1.33 76 – 140 V  $299

Neumotor 
2215 

Inrunner 2,500   24 – 72 V  $495

Neumotor 
2230 

Inrunner 5,000  3 48 – 125 V  $700

       
Hacker A-60L Outrunner   1.75  10S 20x10 

10S 26x13 
$249

Hacker A100-8 Outrunner 7,000 100/ 
160 

4.0 10-12S/ 
8AH 

10S 26x12 
12S 24x12 

$699

Hacker A150-8 Outrunner 8,800 129/ 
200 

4.6 12-14S/ 
10AH 

 $849

Hacker A200-8 Outrunner  185/ 
300 

5.7 12-14S/ 
12AH 

 $999

Plettenberg 
Terminator 30 

Outrunner 6,000 124 2.1  26 x 10 
26 x 12 

$769

Plettenberg 
Predator 30 

Outrunner 10,128 200 3.44  28 x 12 
30 x 10 

$849

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a small selection of the thousands of motors available today.  I’ve selected these because they match my criteria for quality, support, and demonstrated reliability.
Motors have several constants that enable an evaluation of their running characteristics.
Kv = rpms per volt.  
A Kv of 2,000 x 6 volts would equal 12,000 rpm.
Kt = torque per Ampere.
Kt = 1,355 / Kv.
A Kv of 2,000 would give us Kt = 1,355 / 2,000 = .6775.
 Io = No-load current, or the minimum current required to turn the motor itself without any additional load.  If the Io were 2A, and the motor runs at 20A, only 18A is available to drive the propeller.  2A would be required to turn over the internal parts of the motor.
Rm = Equivalent resistance or terminal resistance.  This represents internal losses of the motor due to wiring on the armature.  Rm is a constant representing power lost to heat.




ESCs

Very Light
As Expensive as 
Some Motors
Sizing and 
Specification Critical
Phoenix 110 Amp 
and JETI 90 Amp 
Units Shown

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Electronic speed controllers (ESCs) must be carefully matched to the intended motor.  
Brushless motors do not receive electricity directly from the batteries that power them, but have that current modulated by an electronic speed controller.  There are several features of electronic speed controllers typically used in model aircraft that we should consider.
If the full voltage from the batteries was passed uninterrupted to the motor, the motor would run at whatever speed the available voltage allowed.  
For determining how to match a motor and propeller, a motor performance parameter, kV, or revolutions per minute per volt, will be helpful.  Motors vary in their kV rating, depending on size, number of windings, poles, etc. 
How do we vary the amount of electricity which passes into the motor?  The best control would allow everything from the motor not turning over at all to a full-throttle, full power run.  An electronic speed controller (ESC) enables this.
An ESC works as a switch, using high-speed MOSFETs (metal oxide semiconducting field effect transistors) to switch the current on and off.  The motor  receives only pulses of electricity that are allowed through by the controller as the MOSFETS turn on and off.  The power received by the motor is based on how “wide” the pulse is, 





ESC Features
Rated by Amperage
BEC
Soft Start
Optical Isolation 
Regeneration
Brake

Presenter
Presentation Notes

Battery Eliminator Circuit (BEC)
BECs cut the need for a separate battery to power the ESC.  For our use, this would be an unnecessary circuit.
Soft Start
This term describes both speed controls and a special kind of on/off-only motor switch. In both cases, it indicates that the control will go from off to full throttle slowly (for example, over the course of one second) instead of instantly. 
Optical Isolation
To reduce the possibility of the speed control interfering with the radio receiver, some controls use an optoisolator chip. This is basically an LED (light emitting diode) and phototransistor encased in plastic. The signal from the receiver drives the LED, which optically transfers the signal to the rest of the speed control. There is no electrical connection between the receiver and the main part of the speed control. 
Automatic Cut-Off
This feature is generally used with a BEC, so that the motor will shut down before the battery is depleted, thus reserving some power for the radio.  Again, for our purposes, not a necessary function.
Brake
A brake forces the motor to stop turning once the speed control stops delivering power.. A speed control brake simply places a load (a low resistance) across the motor terminals, making it difficult for the motor to turn.
http://www.stefanv.com/rcstuff/escprimer.html 



Servo Tester Throttle

Servo Tester Acts As 
Throttle on Receiver 
Connections to ESC
1.0ms to 2.0 ms 
Timing Emulates 
ESC Pulsing
1.0 ms = 0% 
Throttle
2.0 ms = 100% 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“The servo signal is a simple digital pulse. It spends most of its time at a logic low (0 V). About every 20mS it goes logic high (3 to 6 VDC) and then quickly goes low again. It is this tiny window of logic high time, called the pulse width, that gets the attention of the servo. 
Please refer to the drawing. The period labeled "A" is called the frame rate. In the example it is repeated every 20mS (50 times per second), which is quite typical for most radio systems. 
Modern servos define center as a 1.5mS pulse width, as shown by detail "B" in the drawing. Full servo rotation to one side would require that this pulse width be reduced to 1.0mS. Full rotation to the other side would require the pulse width to increase to 2.0mS. Any pulse width value between 1.0mS and 2.0mS creates a proportional servo wheel position within the two extremes. The frame rate does not need to change and is usually kept constant. 
The servo will not move to its final destination with just one pulse. The servo amp designers had brilliantly considered that multiple pulses should be used to complete the journey. This little trick reduces servo motor current draw and it helps minimize erratic behavior when an occasional corrupt signal is received. To move the servo, you must repeat the pulse every few milliseconds, at the chosen frame rate. Modern R/C systems use a 40Hz - 60Hz frame rate, but the exact timing is not critical. If your frame rate is too slow, your servo's movement will become rough. If the rate is too fast the servo may become very confused.”
http://www.rc-cam.com/servotst.htm




ESC “Rules”

Oversize By 10-20 Percent
Use Larger Wires Between Components
Keep Leads Short

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ESCs should allow “burst” currents, and are thus sized to prevent damage from high current.
Sizing wires between components is crucial.
From anecdotal evidence in various RC user’s forums, I’ve noted a tendency to “blow” ESCs from not sizing them properly.
One electric recumbent bicycle builder, Matt Schumaker, told of destroying three ESCs before realizing that long leads between the batteries and the ESC were causing this problem.



NiCad, NiMH, LiPoly

NiCad, NiMH cells  = 1.2V
Li-Poly, Li-Ion cells = 3.6V
All can vary in maH ratings
Can be Most Expensive 
Part of Package
Lithium Batteries Have 
Explosive Tendencies

Battery Type $ / WH WH / KG WH / Liter
Lead Acid $0.17 41 100 

Alkaline Long 
Life 

$0.19 36 92 

NiMH $0.99 95 300 
NiCad $1.50 39 140 
Li-Ion $4.27 128 230 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are the most common batteries in use in the model business today.  
Flight packs are made up to provide the desired Voltage, Watt-hour, or Amp-hour ratings.  For a desired voltage, it will take 3X NiCad or NiMH cells to equal one Lithium-polymer or Lithium-ion cell.  
Batteries come in different form factors, and very compact flat packages can be obtained in  Lithium batteries.
All battery packs have three motor leads and a charging lead.  Your charger obviously has to match the plug characteristics of the desired battery pack (or vice versa).




A123
Lithium-Ion 
Nanophosphate
3.3V Per Cell
Less Liable to 
Explode
Used in Power Tools
Packs Can Be 
Broken Down, 
Reconfigured

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These batteries are used in DeWalt and other cordless power tools, and in electric cars, including the coming GM Volt.  This should provide an excellent source of less-expensive cells with which to build packs.

http://www.rcgroups.com/forums/showthread.php?t=587606
Starts with the all-important initial steps in taking the outer casing off the DeWalt battery packs.

http://www.slkelectronics.com/DeWalt/packs.htm
Skips the initial steps in taking the outer casing off the DeWalt battery packs, but worth reading in comparison to the procedure above.

http://www.rcgroups.com/forums/showthread.php?t=599316  
A nice, clean depiction of the process of building A123 packs, but limited to a single end configuration.

http://www.slkelectronics.com/DeWalt/hints.htm
Building battery packs from A123 cells.  This has a nice pictorial presentation on configuring packs for different series and parallel arrangements.
A 6-cell pack shown in the third reference “has a open circuit voltage of 6 x 3.6 volts per cell for a total pack voltage of 21.6 volts, and has a capacity of 2300mah. The pack can deliver 30C continuous (69 Amps) with burst capability of 40C (92 Amps). I am currently running them in my 150% F-4 and 166% F-18 ParkJets and in both planes I am pulling 35 Amps (15.2C), and getting 5-6 minute flights with 300-400mah left in the pack at the end of the flights. At this current draw, the A123 6-cell pack delivers 17.2 volts or 2.867 volts per cell. In this application, the packs are delivering 17.2 volts x 35 Amps or 602 watts, which is pretty good for a battery pack that weighs just 1 pound!”




Series and Parallel

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To obtain the proper voltage and amperage for our motor, we can arrange the cells into series and parallel configurations.





Sizing Batteries
Electric PPG Spreadsheet
       by Mark Deseck © 2006

12
7500

3        Updateable Fields
92
30

22500
$90.00
17.25

Horsepower Watts mAh per Minute
Minutes 

Available
0.5 373 518.06 43.43
1 746 1036.11 21.72

1.5 1119 1554.17 14.48
2 1492 2072.22 10.86

2.5 1865 2590.28 8.69
3 2238 3108.33 7.24

3.5 2611 3626.39 6.20
4 2984 4144.44 5.43

4.5 3357 4662.50 4.83
5 3730 5180.56 4.34

5.5 4103 5698.61 3.95
6 4476 6216.67 3.62

6.5 4849 6734.72 3.34
7 5222 7252.78 3.10

7.5 5595 7770.83 2.90
8 5968 8288.89 2.71

8.5 6341 8806.94 2.55
9 6714 9325.00 2.41

9.5 7087 9843.06 2.29
10 7460 10361.11 2.17
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19 14174 19686.11 1.14

19.5 14547 20204.17 1.11
20 14920 20722.22 1.09
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This chart, from the Electric Paraglider web site, www.electricppg.com, is a useful tool for sorting out how long a charged pack will last in providing varying degrees of power.
The chart is easily used, and allows entry of battery pack size and mAH.  The chart graphically depicts the effects of different “draws” on the pack.





Issues
Single or Multiple Motor Configurations
Battery Weight
Battery Safety
Heat Monitoring
Balancing for Endurance, Longevity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In contemplating use of available model aircraft technology, the designer must consider the use of single or multiple motors, including the factors of multiple ESCs, battery packs, and other components.  
The designer must think about battery weight as related to motor run times, and consider ways to judiciously augment the sailplane’s performance to optimize total flight endurance.
The designer must consider different battery technologies, and the need to protect circuits and other components from overheating and potentially dangerous overdriving of the system.  For this reason, some form of heat monitoring is an important element of instrumentation in an electrically-powered airplane.
As a user, one must consider balancing cells in packs for optimum longevity and flight endurance.  This may lead to added expense in maintaining additional battery packs.



Exploring the Future

Ultracapacitors
10X Battery Hours 
or 10X More Power
Low-Cost Solar Thin- 
Film Panels

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The company expects its ceramic ultracapacitor, which it said uses no hazardous materials, to have a charging time of 3 to 6 minutes, with a discharge rate of only 0.02 percent over 30 days. EEStor said that compares to more than 3 hours to charge a lithium-ion battery and a discharge rate of 1 percent over 30 days. 
"It's all certified," said Weir. "No bullshit in this." 
The EEStor supercapacitor cells are said to use barium titanate coated with aluminum oxide and glass to achieve a level of energy capacitance claimed to be much higher than what is currently available in the market. 
http://media.cleantech.com/3174/eestors-weir-speaks-about-ultracapacitor-milestone

My personal note: ============ ========= ===�Carbon nanotubes are different from aerogels. Further, graphene is differnt from carbon nanotubes. A further vision by some scientists is a graphene-like flat with the graphene edges made perhaps in a nanotube fashion. Then, if such a material can be made, then perhaps ultracapacitors could be maxed in terms of electrostatic storage capacity and be formed in any shape whatsoever, perhaps for hang glider structural parts. 
Joe Faust, Moderator of the E-FLPHG Yahoo group





Inkjet Printed Solar 
Cells
Konarka Has 
Announced 
Prototype 
Other Thin-Film 
Solar
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28 March 2008 | R & D: News
 Konarka has revealed in the Advanced Materials (Volume 19, Issue 22) journal its use of inkjet printing technology to deposit organic materials used in its thin-film PV solar cells. Konarka used FUJIFILM Dimatix Technology’s cartridge-based Dimatix Materials Printer (DMP), the first time such technology has been used to produce solar cells, according to both companies. 
“Demonstrating the use of inkjet printing technology as a fabrication tool for highly efficient solar cells and sensors with small area requirements is a major milestone,” commented Rick Hess, President and CEO of Konarka. “This essential breakthrough in the field of printed solar cells positions Konarka as an emerging leader in printed photovoltaics.”��According to Konarka, the demonstration validates the use of printing techniques, which also lend themselves to being fabricated using a number of low-cost substrates.

The potential for using thin-film, low-cost solar cells would be extend the range and endurance offered by batteries, with the cells acting as a supplemental source of energy.
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Plettenberg Extra 
Has Optional 
Spinner 
Propeller Folds Into 
Sides of Thin F3 
Fuselage

Presenter
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Plettenberg has an interesting spinner that completely surrounds the motor, and provides a central hole that cools the motor, a bit like Kurt Tank’s original design for the FW-190.  
Although the Extra is probably too small for the use intended in this presentation, there is the possibility of using two in wing-mounted pusher configuration on something like a Mitchell Wing or Swift.



Ducted Fans 
Improved Propellers
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One possibility not mentioned in this presentation is the use of ducted fans.  These are high-quality, usually carbon fiber moldings of great precision.  These are invariably powered by a high-speed inrunner, and turn over 30,000 rpm.  
The example shown is 140 mm (5.51inches) in diameter, the largest this author has seen, and capable of producing 28 pounds of thrust.  Such a device could be installed in the tail cone of a sailplane,  and thus not require folding propellers, retraction systems, of other additions.

As noted in Jack Norris’ book on propellers, most of what we fly with is highly inefficient.  One possible course of investigation would be apply Norris’ theories and produce Lipps-style propellers for the model world, reversing the trend of this presentation.
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Exulans II
Electrically Powered
Birdlike
Ambitious and 
Innovative
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Exulans II, based on the Exulans hang glider developed by the University of Pretoria, is an advanced design featuring things like wide-chord flaps, split elevon/ruddervators somewhat like the B-2 bomber, and retractable gear.  Its shape is possible because of the compact nature of the electric motor in its nose.
With advanced powerplants, batteries or alternative energy storage devices, we could be seeing similar designs for futuristic craft sooner than we will believe.



Thank You

For Jocelyn

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you to Bruce Carmichael, Andy Kecskes, Matt Schumaker, Edwin Brekke, Marshall Houston and many others for sharing information, encouragement, and excellent criticism.
Thanks to my wife, Anne, for putting up with my aviation-related OCD.
And thank you to Jocelyn Latka, my late granddaughter, for having been an inspiration through your fearless desire to do everything, and do it well.

Dean Sigler 
Tehachipi, CA
August 30, 2008
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